Photographer
Description
Prime & Prim Studio of the Arts is a creative arts studio for models, dancers, and art professionals seeking to take their
career to the next level. With opportunities from Human Resource to Production an individual will gain knowledge and
practical experience that will build and develop him or her for their chosen industry. Prime & Prim lay the foundation
for individuals to gain experience in the fashion, entertainment and business industry.
Forward-thinking, fast paced company looking to hire a photographer with a strong knowledge and understanding of
photography to ensure creative development to take the company to the next level. We work with many clients therefore
a creative artist in this position will need strong creative design, graphic design, and marketing skills in order to integrate
into our vibrant and passionate team.
Responsibilities:
● A strong interest in fashion photography. lighting in the studio and on location.
● Creativity is a must! The ideal photographer must be able to think outside-the-box and find creative ways to
photograph products.
● Acquire props and product samples, plus order and return stock product.
● Collaborate with Design media specialists and Social media specialists.
● Assist in scheduling, organizing and preparing photo requests for multiple shoots.
● Adjust apertures, shutter speeds, and camera focus based on a combination of factors such as lighting, field
depth, subject motion, film type, and film speed.
● Create artificial light, using flashes and reflectors.
● Determine desired images and picture composition; and select and adjust subjects, equipment, and lighting to
achieve desired effects.
● Develop and print exposed film, using chemicals, touch up tools, and developing and printing equipment, or
send film to photofinishing laboratories for processing.
● Enhance, retouch, and resize photographs and negatives, using airbrushing and other techniques.
● Estimate or measure light levels, distances, and numbers of exposures needed, using measuring devices and
formulas.
● Load and unload film.
● Photograph subject material to illustrate or record scientific/medical data or phenomena, using knowledge of
scientific procedures and photographic technology and techniques.
Requirements:
●
●
●
●

Education / work experience with an emphasis on Photography, reflected in a current portfolio.
Performs well in environment that values creativity, flexibility, and variety
Exhibits personal qualities, such as open-mindedness, enthusiasm, creative, and adaptability Prefers challenges,
fast pace, new ideas, future focus, and unstructured environment
Excellent communication (written, oral, interpersonal) and organizational skills.

Skills:
Strong oral, editing, engagement of the community and marketing skills. Proficient with the photography techniques and
the methods that help to capture the right moments through lens.

